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Abstract

A numerical and experimental investigation of the axial emission of a 1 kW class radiatively-cooled
hydrogen arcjet thruster is presented. The numerical study consists of an integration of the 1-D radiative
transfer equation along the arcjet centerline to predict the axial emission spectral intensity. A collisional-
radiative model using plasma property inputs from a one-fluid MHD model is used to determine the atomic
hydrogen line emission. The complete visible spectrum is predicted and compared to experimental
measurements. The calculated spectrum indicates the possibility of measuring the cathode temperature and the
arc electron number density. Axial emission measurements were performed and the results indicate a cathode
temperature of approximately 3300 K at a power of 1.51 kW. The near-cathode electron number density was
measured and found to increase linearly with arcjet power.

detailed knowledge of the plasma properties
Introduction everywhere in the flow field. A great deal of

research has been conducted to measure the flow
During the last several years there has been anDuring the last several years there has been an properties in the plume of the arcjet thruster usingevolution of arcjet technology from laboratory electrical and optical techniques. 3-' 0 Much less is

devices to flight qualified thrusters.' As arcjet known about the properties within the nozzle of the
propulsion systems near deployment, interest in arcjet, yet it is here where the plasma behavior
improving performance has intensified. To prove controls the arcjet performance. Most of the
competitive with chemical propulsion systems, the investigations into the plasma properties within thearcjet must deliver 1000 s of specific impulse at 35 nozzle have been numerical, 1-13 while only a
to 50 percent efficiency. 2 However, efficiencies limited amount of experimental data has been taken
approaching 50 percent at high specific impulse in this region of the arcjet.14 While numerical
have not yet been achieved. The future design of models of the arcjet are extremely useful, their
more efficient and reliable thrusters capable of accuracy can be judged only by comparison with a

accuracy can be judged only by comparison with aoptimum performance requires a better large body of experimental data. Therefore, a needunderstanding of the physical processes governing clearly exists for further experimental
arcjet operation through a combination of investigations into the plasma properties within theexperimental diagnostics and analytical modeling, arcjet nozzle.

Several studies have been conducted toSeveral studies have been conducted to This paper presents the first results in a newinvestigate arcjet performance under different expermental program at Stanford University to
operation conditions, electrical configurations and investigate the physics of the arcje in the near-
geometries. However, understanding the physical cathode region. In this study, plasma propertiescathode region. In this study, plasma properties
processes governing the arcjet operation requires a within the arc are investigated by the axial emission

. of atomic hydrogen. An attempt is also made to
* Research Assistant. Student Member AIAA
* Re A ssistant So Member AIAA directly measure the cathode temperature by** Assistant Professor, Member AIAAresearch consists of both aradiative emission. This research consists of both a
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numerical prediction and the experimental r
measurement of the axial emission spectrum. Of (A)d = 1 (3)

A

Modeling of the Axial Emission For an equilibrium plasma, the number densities ni

The emission spectrum of a hydrogen arcjet and ni are determined from a Boltzmann

consists of atomic and molecular hydrogen line distribution of the atomic state populations.

emission, continuum plasma emission from the free However, as the plasma in the arcjet may not be in

electrons, thermal emission from surfaces, and line equilibrium, the number densities of the ground and

emission from tungsten and thorium vaporized excited states are calculated by solving the
from the cathode. In this study, the emission conservation equation for each state. Since the

spectrum emanating from the arcjet along its generation of excited states is by inelastic

centerline is investigated. Here, the kinetic collisional and radiative processes, the process of

temperature is sufficiently high to fully dissociate calculating the state number densities requires a

the hydrogen, and hence no contribution to the collisional-radiative model 17 and is described in

spectrum from molecular hydrogen is expected. detail in the following section.

Furthermore, the only surface which can radiate The spectral lineshape function 4O is
directly along the axis of the arcjet is the cathode determined by the broadening mechanisms. I s The
surface; therefore, the plasma emission would be dominant broadening mechanism under the plasma
superimposed on a background of graybody conditions in the arc column is Stark broadening.
emission from the cathode. Finally, to simplify the In general, the Stark lineshape depends on the
calculation of the emission spectrum, the metal electron number density, temperature and, to a
vapor concentration is assumed low enough that its large extent, the particular electronic transition. 18

emission can be neglected relative to that of the However, to simplify the calculations, it is often
atomic hydrogen and free electrons, approximated by a Lorentzian function, to which it

The axial emission spectrum was calculated by fits particularly well in the wings. In this study, the

integrating the one-dimensional radiative transfer atomic emission lineshape was taken to be a

equation along the centerline of the arcjet, Lorentzian function whose HWHM is identically
beginning from the tip of the cathode. In steady- equal to the Aa/2 Stark broadening parameter.' 9

state, the one-dimensional radiative transfer Since this parameter is obtained through the

equation isl 5  convolution of both Stark and Doppler broadening,
the present calculation includes Doppler

dl c (-A) broadening in the determination of the line width,
dz but does not correctly account for Doppler

broadening in the lineshape. However, as thewhere the directional spectral intensity, I., is the r ein i the linehape. owever, a he
results indicate, the Stark broadening overwhelmsradiant power per unit area, per unit solid angle, per the D broadening or con on i he ar

t i l 1 n an the Doppler broadening for conditions in the arcunit wavelength interval,i 6 and ex and kA are the
and therefore this simplification is justified.plasma spectral volume emission and absorption and therefore this siplification is justified.

coefficients, respectively, which include The contribution to the plasma spectral emission
contributions from both the atomic hydrogen and and absorption coefficients from the free electrons
the free electrons. The atomic hydrogen include continuum radiation from free-bound
contribution involves line radiation from transitions electron-ion interactions, and bremsstrahlung
between upper state j and lower state i, for which 15  radiation from free-free electron-ion and electron-

2 atom interactions. 20 The total volume emission
I(A)= ni, Aji, 4D'(A) coefficient for these three processes is given by21

h n(2) B nB (A) t = + e .ei + ef f.e (4)
V 1(A )= (n iBij - nj Bij) V (A )I

where
where Aj,, Bi and Bji are the Einstein coefficients 2 +
and O' is the spectral lineshape function, subject e.ei = C .ne' 4Y ,T)
to the normalization condition T Q (a)

x [1-exp(-hc/AkT)]
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ef-i = C, ((5b T,) [dn 1 =0 (7)
(5b) L d Jc

x exp(-hc/AkT,) These processes include electron collisional
and excitation, de-excitation, ionization, three-body

recombination, radiative recombination, and
Eff'' = C2 - " T  (1+ hc/kT,)2 +1 spontaneous emission. For the purpose of excited

S(5c) state number density calculations, photoionization
x Qe'(T)exp(-hc/cAkT) and stimulated emission and absorption are

neglected. An exception to this, however, is the
In these expressions, g, and Q+ are the ion ground treatment of resonance radiation since the ground
state degeneracy and partition function, state may be sufficiently populated for significant
respectively, 4 and 4 are the Biberman reabsorption to occur. This is taken into account by
factors,22 and Qe is the elastic collision cross correcting the Einstein 'A' coefficient by an
section. The constants are adjustable Holstein radiation escape factor.26 The

Cl = 1.63 x 10 43 Wm 4 K 2 /sr n-1 excited state continuity equations are then
and written in full as

C2 =1.026x 10- 4 Wm 2 K 3 2 /sr 0= n. n K. -nen. Kj,
The corresponding spectral absorption coefficients j'" j*m
for these processes are determined from the -nenK,,m + n,') + nf/3 (8)
principle of detailed balance. 23  - n Y

+ InjmAin - n. I 2n A
Having obtained the sum of the spectral volume ;>m j<m

emission and absorption coefficients at every where K and K are the eletron ollisional
wavelength, the 1-D radiative transfer equation was wher e Kxc and on art e el ectro n collisional
numerically integrated along the centerline of the citation and ionization rate coefficients, and
arcjet using a Crank-Nicolson implicit integration are he el ectron collisional three-body and
scheme 24 for stability and accuracy with reasonable radiative recombination rate coefficients, and y,
step sizes. The graybody emission intensity from is the Holstein escape factor for radiation between
the cathode was used as the initial condition. The states j and m. The escape factors are unity except
Doppler shift was taken in to account as the radiant for those corresponding to transitions terminating
intensity was being emitted and absorbed by the on the ground state, yi, which accounts for
plasma with an axially varying velocity. resonance radiation trapping. The present model

uses the semi-empirical approximations for Kmj,
The Collisional-Radiative Model Kc, and t from Johnson, 27 while ic is

determined from K. c by detailed balance. 23 The
As previously indicated the number densities spontaneous emission coefficients, A,,,, are

are calculated by solving an n-level collisional- obtained from the literature. 28 The collisional
radiative model. 17  This model consist of the excitation rate coefficients are very close
steady-state continuity equation for the n-1 excited approximations to the Seaton rate coefficients. 29

states,
The preceding set of equations, combined with

V n uI = [ dn.] (6) the equation of state,V -m J. (6)
t p = nkT+ nkT+ nkT, (9)

for m=2..n, where um is the velocity of excited
state m. The production term is the net generation are solved for the atomic state populations,
of excited state species by inelastic collisional and give the pressure, kinetic temperatures, and
radiative processes." In the stationary-stateradiative processes. 25  In the stationary-state electron number density. These properties wereapproximation, only the ground atomic state and obtained from a one-fluid MD numerical model
ion have non-zero convection terms. Hence, the of te e eel d a lnoceof the arcjet developed at Olin-Rocket Researchconvective flux term for each excited state is zero, Company. 3 The MHD model, incorporating finite
and we have C ionization an d dissociation, incorporating finite

rate ionization and dissociation, was run to simulate
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operating conditions of 1.5 kW arcjet power and a axial position. The exit plane is located at
hydrogen mass flow rate of 13 mg/s. As a single approximately 12.1 mm. The left plot shows the
fluid model, a unique kinetic temperature was used results with all radiative transitions optically thin,
for both the electrons and heavy particles. The while the right plot shows the results with fully
model outputs, shown in Figure 1, provided the trapped resonance transitions. The only significant
numerical inputs to the collisional-radiative model. difference in the number densities appears in the
The axial velocity is also shown as it was required expansion region of the nozzle for the n=2 excited
as an input in the calculation of the spectral state. In the recombining nozzle region, the
Doppler shift, trapping of the resonance radiation results in a

barrier to transitions to the ground state and hence a
For the present calculations, the collisional- buildup in the n=2 excited state number density.

radiative model includes the lowest nine hydrogen The other excited states are not affected
atomic states and the continuum state. Neither the significantly because they are able to radiate to
grouping of states nor the reduction of the lower states. As would be expected, the radiation
ionization energy was performed. However, as a trapping has no effect in the near-cathode region of
test of the model's accuracy, the excited state the flow where the plasma is ionizing.
number densities were determined using an
improved collisional-radiative model incorporating To test the validity of the stationary-state
the reduction of the ionization limit due to Debye approximation, the convective flux terms in Eq. 6
shielding. In this model, the number of levels used were included but simplified to axial gradients only
in the calculation was determined by assuming that, based on a 1-D approximation. With this
as a result of Debye shielding, a "bound" electron at simplification and no species diffusion velocity, the
one Debye length from the nucleus is essentially continuity equation for the excited states is
free. Hence, only the levels within a Debye length du. dn r dn,
of the nucleus were considered bound levels, and n, 7 + u - - '-Icr (10)
the continuum state was consequently reduced in L
energy to the level beyond the last bound state. The second term was found to be considerably
Using the plasma properties at several different smaller than the first term and was therefore
axial positions, differences of only a few percent omitted from the equations for simplicity. With the
were observed in the lower excited state number simplified convective fluxes included, the number
densities between the present nine level model and densities were determined as a function of axial
the improved collisional-radiative model. position and no change from Figure 2 was found

Finally, since the ground state number density is anywhere in the flow. This provided the validation

calculated from the equation of state, no provision of the stationary-state approximation.

is made for photoionization from the ground state. After having determined the axial distribution of
However, this process may be important in the the excited stated number densities, the axial
ionizing region of the arcjet, and therefore the emission spectrum was calculated by integration of
model is presently being improved to incorporate the equation of radiative transfer. Figure 3 shows
ground state photoionization. the Balmer alpha emission lineshape at three axial

positions between the nozzle throat and the exit
Modeling Results plane. The initial condition on the intensity was

Before examining the axial emission spectrum that of graybody radiation from the cathode at a

predicted by the model, it was first necessary to temperature of 3700 K and an emissivity of 0.4.

determine the effect of resonance radiation trapping The left plot shows the integrated intensity with all

and to test the validity of the stationary-state radiative transitions optically thin, while the right

approximation. Figure 2 shows the number plot shows the results with fully trapped resonance

densities of the ground state and the first three transitions. The evolution of the spectral lineshapes

excited states of atomic hydrogen calculated from are identical throughout the inner part of the nozzle,

the model as a function of axial position along the but differ considerably at the exit plane (z=12.1

arcjet centerline. The abscissa origin is located at mm) due to the effect of resonance radiation

the arcjet throat. Negative axial position trapping on the n=2 number density in the

corresponds to the converging near-cathode region, expansion flow. The increased n=2 population

while the expanding nozzle flow is in the positive associated with the trapped resonance radiation
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resulted in significant reabsorption of the Ha line By contrast, the intensities of the three off-center
center radiation (right plot). Relative to the broad wavelengths increase quickly due to emission in the
emission background lineshape, this reabsorption near-cathode region, and then reach steady values
feature is both narrower, due to the lower electron approximately 0.5 mm past the arcjet constrictor.
number density in the expansion region, and shifted The lineshape wings are therefore entirely
off-center, due to the lower axial velocity. The determined by the plasma properties within 1 mm
shift, however, is small and almost imperceptible, of the cathode. In this arc region the electron
In the case of optically thin radiation, the lower n=2 number density is considerable and the lineshapes
number density results in further emission in the are overwhelmingly Stark broadened. 8 The
expansion region rather than reabsorption (left usefulness of this observation as a diagnostic tool
plot); however, this "cold" emission feature is lies in the fact that a lineshape fit to only the wings
similarly narrowed and shifted. Figure 4 shows the of the axial emission spectrum will permit the
Balmer alpha lineshape at the exit plane for determination of the electron number density in the
different values of the resonance radiation escape arc, or near-cathode, region of the arcjet. This
factor from no trapping to fully trapped. A measurement, however, will be a line-of-sight
comparison of these lineshapes with the average over the arc region, but will be weighted
experimental Ha spectrum indicates that the strongly towards the cathode where the number
resonance radiation is nearly fully trapped, with the density of emitters is the greatest.
best fit escape factor of y, =0.1. All of the
following calculations use this value unless Since one of the objectives of this research is to
otherwise noted, determine the cathode temperature, it is instructive

to investigate the dependence of the axial emission
Integration of the radiant intensity beyond the on cathode temperature. Figure 6 shows the

exit plane was also performed to determine the calculated Balmer alpha emission spectrum for
effect of the plume on the emission spectrum. In a different values of the cathode temperature. The
worst case scenario, plume properties were taken to emissivity was fixed at 0.4 and the resonance
be the properties at the exit plane centerline. A radiation escape factor was taken to be 0.1. Not
remarkable difference was discovered between the surprizingly, the line center reabsorption from the
optically thin case and the trapped resonance expansion flow region is independent of the
radiation case. In the former, the plume contributed cathode temperature, whereas the line wings,
to the emission intensity near the line center. In the determined from properties in the near-cathode
latter, the line center reabsorption was complete by region, are sensitive to the cathode temperature.
the exit plane and little change in the spectrum was Fortunately, however, through background
seen through the plume. However, as it is generally subtraction, the FWHM of the broad, near-cathode
believed that the MHD code does not accurately emission is quite insensitive to the cathode
predict the exit plane temperature, 3 1 and since the temperature. Therefore, the measurement of
plume temperature actually drops in the axial electron number density in the near-cathode region
direction, the contribution to the emission spectrum is not affected by the cathode temperature.
from the plume is considered negligible. The entire computed visible spectrum of the

The most remarkable feature of Figures 3 and 4 axial emission at the arcjet exit plane is shown in
can be found not in the line center intensities, but in Figure 7. The contributions to the spectrum from
the wings of the lineshapes. It appears that the line the cathode emission and from continuum radiation
wings are independent of both the resonance by the free electrons are indicated. The effect of
radiation escape factor and the axial position in the the free electron radiation is to increase the
expansion region. This is to be expected since the broadband intensity above that of the cathode
broad emission lineshape originates from the emission, and thereby essentially obstructing the
ionizing near-cathode region of the flow. To view of the cathode. Fortunately, however, the
determine its precise region of origin, Figure 5 continuum radiation is a small fraction of the
shows a plot of intensity versus axial position for cathode emission at long wavelengths. Therefore, a
three off-center wavelengths and the line center spectral window exists at wavelengths longer than
wavelength (X = 656.3 nm) for comparison. The 500 nm, but outside of interference of Ha, for
line center wavelength displays wide fluctuations in viewing the cathode and obtaining the cathode
intensity due to both emission and reabsorption, temperature.
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The four lowest hydrogen Balmer lines are A 400 mm focal length lens was used to collect
clearly visible in the spectrum. These lines are light axially from the arcjet throat and bring it to a
broadened substantially by the high electron focus on a 20 gm diameter spatial filter. The image
number density in the arc region. The integrated at the spatial filter was then focused, using a 150
line intensities have been calculated and are shown mm focal length lens, onto the entrance slit of a
as a function of the transition upper state energy in Jarrell-Ash 0.5 m monochromator which contained
the simulated Boltzmann plot of Figure 8. To a 1200 g/mm grating with a blaze angle of 500 nm.
determine whether the non-linearity is a result of A Hamamatsu 1P21 photomultiplier tube was used
non-equilibrium in the ionizing arc region or an as the photodetector. Phase-sensitive detection by a
effect of the radiation transfer on the spectral lines, Stanford Research Systems SR850 digital lock-in
the Boltzmann plot is compared to that of an amplifier was used for background noise rejection.
optically-thin, uniform plasma with properties The reference signal was provided by a mechanical
typical of the near-cathode region. Two cases, an beam chopper placed immediately before the
LTE plasma and an ionizing plasma, both at spatial filter near the beam waist. The digitized
T=35,000 K and p = 2x10 5 Pa, were considered. output of the lock-in amplifier was transferred to a
The excited state number densities were determined 486 PC for analysis. To minimize the light
using the collisional-radiative model and the collection volume from the arcjet nozzle and
integrated line intensities were then calculated plume, a 25 mm diameter aperture stop was placed
using in front of the collection lens, providing a

ii A .. ) collection optics f/# of 28. The spatial resolution at
1i= -i(A)dA= -tnAjil (11) the arcjet constrictor was calculated to be

approximately 40 pm. Intensity calibration was
where the effective length, 1, was taken to be 1 performed using an 18 A tungsten filament lamp
mm. Since the Boltzmann plot of the predicted whose temperature was determined by a Minolta
emission spectrum displays a trend which is unlike Cyclops 152 optical pyrometer.
those of the LTE and ionizing plasmas, it is
believed that the radiation transfer has an effect on The experiments were run under the operating
the line intensities in such a manner as to render the conditions of 13.1 mg/s of hydrogen propellant and

Boltzmann plot of the axial emission ineffective in arcjet power between 0.92 kW and 1.51 kW.

determining the arc temperature. This is not Emission over the entire visible spectrum was

surprizing, however, since most of the line intensity collected on the arcjet centerline at four different

comes from near line center, and the line center values of P/m The Balmerlines were used to

intensity varies considerably in the expansion determine the arc centerline electron number

region of the arcjet, as demonstrated in Figure 5. density, while the background emission was used to
estimate the cathode temperature. Furthermore,

Experiment spectra of the Balmer alpha and beta lines were
taken at different radial positions at one value of

Experiments were undertaken to measure the P / m to determine the radial distribution of the
axial emission spectrum. The experimental setup is electron number density within the arc.
shown in Figure 9. The vacuum facility consisted
of a 1.09 m x 0.56 m diameter stainless steel Experimental Results
chamber maintained at a background pressure of
0.4 Torr by two mechanical pumps and 1250 cfm Figure 10 shows the complete visible spectrum

blowers. The arcjet used was a 1 kW class of the experimental axial emission at a power of
diatively-cooled laboratory type thruster designed 1.51 kW and a hydrogen flow rate of 13.1 mg/s, asradiatively-cooled laboratory type thrusterwell as the calculated spectrum for the same

and built by NASA Lewis Research Center. The well as the calculated spectrum for the same

tungsten nozzle consisted of a 0.64 mm diameter operating conditions and a cathode temperature oftungsten n3300 K. There are a number of conspicuousconstrictor and a 20 degree half-angle diverging 3300 K There a number of conspicuous
section to an exit plane area ratio of 225. The 2% differences between the measured and calculated

thoriated tungsten cathode was set approximately spectra. First, the background emission is

0.45 mm from the nozzle constrictor. Details of considerably greater in the measured spectrum.

this arcjet have been given previously.3.6 The broad underlying emission feature beginning
around 420 nm and reaching a peak at
approximately 580 nm has no counterpart in the
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calculated spectrum, and it is believed to be = 2x10 23 m-3 at P/ = 115.3 MJ/kg) by a factor
molecular hydrogen emission from the arcjet of 2 to 5. This is consistent with the discrepancies
plume. Although the dissociation fraction is high, in the line widths evident in Figure 10.
the collection volume is considerably larger in the
plume than within the arcjet, so that significant A Boltzmann plot of the integrated line
molecular hydrogen emission may be collected in intensities of the measured spectrum at P / m =
the optical train. At present, experiments are being 115.3 MJ/kg is shown, along with that of the
undertaken at a higher collection optics f/# to calculated spectrum, in Figure 13. As previously
reduce this spectral feature. discussed, a Boltzmann plot of the axial emission

spectrum can not be used as a means of
The second significant difference between the determining the arc temperature. However, it does

measured and calculated spectra is that both the provide an indication of the agreement between the
widths and intensities of the atomic hydrogen measured and computed spectra. As evident in
Balmer alpha and beta lines are greater in the Figure 10, the line intensities of the three lowest
former spectrum. Since it has been found that the Balmer lines are greater in the measured spectrum
widths are determined uniquely by the electron than in the predicted emission spectrum. This is
number density it can be concluded that the reflected quantitatively in the Boltzmann plot.
electron number density in the arc is higher than the However, of greater significance is the agreement
MHD model predictions by estimated factor of 2 to in the trends of the two Boltzmann plots, which
5. However, an increase in electron number density indicates that, like the calculated line intensities,
can only be accomplished by an increase in the experimentally measured intensities are affected
pressure since the plasma is fully ionized in the arc. by the radiation transfer through the nozzle
The larger arc pressure would result in more expansion region.
emitters which is also consistent with the required
increase in line intensity. A number of Emission spectra of Ha and Hp at an arcjet
improvements are presently being made to the power of 1.51 kW and hydrogen flow rate of 13.1
MHD model, including the addition of ambipolar mg/s were also taken as a function of radial
diffusion and improved recombination rate position, and those for Ha are shown in Figure 14.
determination. 32 It is believed that both of these The spectra near the arcjet centerline show clearly
improvements will increase the centerline number the expansion region reabsorption at line center. It
densities within the arc region. was from these measured spectra that a best fit

resonance radiation escape factor of 0.1 was chosen
As a result of the molecular hydrogen emission, for the collisional-radiative model. The off-

the cathode temperature could not be determined by centerline spectra show a decreasing broad "arc"
emission in the 500-650 nm range. However, the emission width and intensity corresponding to a
calculated spectrum shown in Figure 10, radial drop in both the arc electron number density
corresponding to a cathode temperature of 3300 K, and temperature away from the arcjet centerline.
fits very well to the measured spectrum at short As the arc region emission decreases in intensity,
wavelengths where the molecular hydrogen the plasma within the nozzle flow region becomes
emission is not evident Hence, in this manner the the dominant source of emission. Since this line
cathode temperature is estimated to be emission originates in a colder expanding plasma,
approximately 3300 K. the spectral lineshape is more narrow and less

intense.
The visible emission spectra for a mass flow

rate of 13.1 mg/s and four different arcjet powers The electron number density in the arc region
are shown in Figure 11. All four spectra display was determined from the line wings Lorentzian fit
the same features described in the 1.51 kW (P / as previously described. Figure 15 shows the
= 115.3 MJ/kg) case, but with decreasing intensity electron number density as a function of radial
at lower power. The electron number densities in position calculated from both Ha and Hp at a
the arc were determined from a Lorentzian fit to the specific power of 115.3 MJ/kg. As in Figure 12,
line wings of Ha and Hp as described above, and the electron number densities calculated from Hp
are plotted as a function of arcjet specific power in are lower than those calculated from Ha by a factor
Figure 12. The arc centerline electron number of approximately two. The reason for this
density increases with increasing specific power, discrepancy is not clear; however, in both cases the
and are larger than the MHD model predictions (ne results indicate that the electron number density
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slowly decreases linearly, but is nearly uniform, MHD model predictions by a factor of 2 to 5. The
over a large part of the arcjet constrictor cross electron number density was found to be nearly
section, spatially uniform over much of the constrictor cross

section, and to increase linearly with P/rm.
Conclusions and Summary Finally, a Boltzmann plot of the measured atomic

line emission was found to have the same trend as
In this study, the axial emission of a 1 kW class that of the calculated spectrum.

hydrogen arcjet thruster was investigated. The
radiative transfer equation was integrated from the At present, improvements are underway in both
cathode to the arcjet exit plane and beyond to the modeling and the experimentation. The MHD
predict the centerline axial emission spectrum. The model is being improved by the inclusion of
atomic hydrogen line emission was calculated by a ambipolar diffusion and more accurate
collisional-radiative model using input properties recombination rates. 3 2 The collisional-radiative
from a MHD arcjet code. The calculations predict model is being modified to account for photo-
the complete visible spectrum including ionization and the reduction of the ionization limit.
contributions from atomic hydrogen line emission, New experiments are being undertaken at a much
continuum emission from the free electrons, and higher collection optics f/# to possibly reduce the
cathode graybody radiation, while radiation from molecular hydrogen contribution to the emission
molecular hydrogen and metal vapor is not spectrum. Additional emphasis is being placed on
included. Results from the modeling indicate that a improving estimates of the cathode temperature.
spectral window exists for direct measurement of
the cathode temperature by thermal emission. Acknowledgments
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Figure 1. Axial properties T. Uz, p and ne on the arcjet centerline from a one-fluid MHD code (Olin-Rocket Research

Company)
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Figure 2. Calculated axial variation of the number densities of the lowest four atomic hydrogen states with optically thin
radiation (left) and fully trapped resonance radiation (right).
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Figure 3. Calculated Ha axial emission lineshape at various axial positions for a cathode temperature of 3700 K and
emissivity of 0.4 with optically thin radiation (left) and fully trapped resonance radiation (right).
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Figure 4. Calculated Ha axial emission lineshape at the Figure 5. Calculated axial variation of the spectral
exit plane centerline for different values of the intensity at the line center of Ha and three
resonance radiation escape factor. off-center wavelengths.
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Figure 6. Calculated Ha axial emission lineshape at the Figure 8. Boltzmann plot of the calculated axial emission
exit plane centerline for different values of the spectrum. Also shown are Boltzmann plots of
cathode temperature. an LTE and ionizing plasma at typical

conditions in the near-cathode region.
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Figure 7. Calculated arcjet axial emission spectrum at the exit plane centerline under the operating conditions of 1.5 kW and

13 mg/s of hydrogen. The spectrum includes surface emission from the cathode at 3700 K, continuum electron
emission, and atomic hydrogen line emission.
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Figure 10. A comparison between the measured and Figure 11. Measured axial emission spectra for four
calculated axial emission spectra for a mass different arcjet powers and a mass flow rate
flow rate of 13.1 mg/s and an arcjet power of of 13.1 mg/s.
1.51 kW. The calculated spectrum has a
cathode temperature of 3300 K.
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Figure 12. Measured centerline electron number density Figure 13. Boltzmann plot of the measured and
in the arc region as a function of arcjet calculated spectra at a specific power of
specific power. 1153 MJ/kg.
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Figure 14. Measured axial emission spectra of Ha at Figure 15. Measured electron number density in the arc
different radial positions for a specific power region as a function of axial position for a
of 1153 MJ/kg. specific power of 1153 MJ/kg.
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